FRAUDULENT PURCHASE ORDER ACTIVITY

June 27, 2018

NOTICE TO SUPPLIERS: Fraudulent Purchase Order E-mail & Facsimile Activity

As a follow-up to our notice of March 28, 2014, we want to alert you to an ongoing e-mail and facsimile scam involving purchase orders and request for product quotations that purport to originate from Magnetek, Inc., but are, in fact, fraudulent. While Magnetek, Inc. cannot prevent this illegal activity, we have alerted law enforcement.

We can share some common traits or themes of these fraudulent e-mails and facsimiles that may help reduce the risk to your company in becoming a financial victim of this scam:

- The e-mail or facsimile message is often poorly written, with misspellings, typographical errors and awkward sentence structure.
- The senders’ e-mail address or website link or facsimile and telephone numbers are not authentic to Magnetek, Inc. For example, fraudulent e-mail addresses employed have included:
  - @magnetekinc.com;
  - @magnetek-us.com and
  - @magnetekk.com.
- Whereas, the official Magnetek, Inc. domain is: @magnetek.com.
- The message requests shipment of product to non-Magnetek, Inc. addresses.
- The message requests products not typical of products purchased by Magnetek, Inc.
- The message may include an attachment that is designed to look like a purchase order, may include a logo or other graphic, and a signature that may look legitimate.
- The message may also include falsified credit and trade references and a Wisconsin sales and tax exemption certificate.

If you believe that you have received a fraudulent e-mail or facsimile that appears to be from Magnetek, Inc., you may forward it, via e-mail, to Jim Schulz, Manager, Sourcing & Materials, at jim.schulz@magnetek.com, to verify its legitimacy before responding to the e-mail or facsimile or filling the order. You may also contact Jim by telephone at 262.373.3128.

If you have received confirmation that an e-mail purchase order or request for quotation is fraudulent, please know that you may file cyber crime complaints online at www.ic3.gov http://www.ic3.gov/. This is the website of the Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3). The IC3 was established as a partnership between the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) to receive internet related criminal complaints and to further research, develop, and refer the criminal complaints to federal, state, local, or international law enforcement and/or regulatory agencies for any investigation they deem to be appropriate.

Magnetek, Inc. values our partnership with you and appreciates the very important role you play in providing goods and services to us in support of our development, manufacture and marketing of digital power and motion control systems for material handling, people-moving and mining applications. Please know that we are assisting to the fullest extent we are able by reporting known fraudulent e-mails and facsimiles to the appropriate personnel.